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 What is Genuine Morocco? 
 

By Steven M. Siegel* 

 
Introduction 

 
Over the years, the term Genuine Morocco has been both confused and confusing!  But there 

has been no broad review nor in-depth study of the term in modern times, until now. 

 

Research shows that some of the bookbinding leathers used by our 18th Century ancestors 

were vegetable tanned goatskins with archival properties, tanned and dispatched from 

Morocco.  Archival Genuine Morocco was favored by book conservators and restoration 

experts for its quality, longevity and archival properties. Produced from the 12th Century 

through the 18th Century, the term Genuine Morocco in the 19th Century somehow changed 

in meaning to a leather that lasted only a few decades. It was no longer archival, as its 

longevity decreased to less than 50 years.  This article elaborates upon Genuine Morocco 

and how the term has transitioned over time.  

 

Historically, Genuine Morocco Goat used for bookbinding was archival.  

 
From medieval times until the 19th Century, predominantly cowhides, sheepskins and 

goatskins were traded by native merchants. The skins were transported from what is now 

Nigeria, east to the Sudan and north to the Mediterranean via the trans-Saharan caravan 

routes, through places such as Timbuktu. Raw skins were brought to tanneries in places 

like the city of Fez in Morocco.  Tanneries in Morocco produced the finest bookbinding 

goatskins, which have lasted for hundreds of years and are still exquisitely beautiful.  

 

Genuine Morocco had a heavy natural grain pattern that was not mechanically assisted. In 

particular, the leather was not embossed. The grain pattern could “loosely” be said to have 

circular rather than linear accentuation of the natural goat grain produced in the tanning 

process.   No other grain modifications were made post tanning.  The naturally produced 

grain was not only attractive and popular in Europe, but Genuine Morocco was one of the 

most reliably archival of all vegetable tanned leathers. 
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Archival Genuine Morocco book binding 

from the 18th Century (1788) (Bennett 65) 

 

Originally, Genuine Morocco was discharged from a port in Morocco. 

 
One of the common naming conventions of leather is to use the port of discharge as 
opposed to the point of origin.  Some of the goatskins used were those from the Sokoto 
region in Hausa tribe land near the city of Kano, the hub of the trans-Saharan trade routes. 
Before the 19th Century, Genuine Morocco was leather exported from Morocco to places in 
Europe like Spain and Italy. Europeans coined the term Genuine Morocco to mean all 
leather that came from Morocco. 
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The city of Fez in Morocco becomes a central location in the research as to the meaning of  

archival Genuine Morocco.  Present day Fez has one of the oldest tanneries in Morocco. 

Morocco was known in the 19th Century and before, for its high-quality leather products.  

 Given the intellectual prominence of the great Moroccan city of Fez, it is only natural 

that it would have had regular exchanges, since at least the sixteenth century, with 

Timbuktu, western Africa's most celebrated center of Muslim scholarship (Ghislane 

147).  

 

 In the late eighteenth century, merchants occasionally organized caravans from Fez 

to join the akabars, or large trans-Saharan caravans, that congregated in Tafilalt and 

in the Wad Nun before heading to Timbuktu (Hunwick 30).  

 

Prior to the establishment of other trade routes, the only pathway to Europe for the 

exchange of goods such as skins, tanned leather, sugar, cotton, paper, salt and other 

merchandise was through Morocco.  

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the greater part of the caravan traffic 

between Barbary and the Western Sudan was still concentrated on the three great 

trade routes which must be numbered among the oldest highways in the world: the 

Taghaza-Timbuktu road in the west, the Ghadames-Air road to Hausa in the center, 

and in the east the Fezzan-Kawar road to Bornu( Bovill 233). 

 

Ghislane talks about the trade in paper, the calligraphic art of copying Islamic manuscripts, 

and the new industry of book binderies.  

From an early period, skilled calligraphers and professional transcribers copied 

manuscripts manually. In Timbuktu there was a veritable manuscript industry by the 

sixteenth century where copyists, proofreaders, and editors were well known for their 

skills.  Western African tanned leather was exchanged in Europe by the 1100's and 

possibly since earlier times when Cordova reputedly produced the finest book binding 

skins. Ghislane says further, …by at least the sixteenth century, the cities of Sokoto and 

Kano specialized in crafting the best quality tanned leather, namely goatskin, but also 

sheepskin (Ghislane 101). 

 

 

Over time, the term Genuine Morocco significantly changed in meaning. 

 

Over the years, the meaning of the term Genuine Morocco has morphed. By 1808, the term 

Genuine Morocco no longer indicated the port of export, and today it is used to refer to any 

leather, be it goat, cow, split calf, wool sheep, hair sheep, or a finished pig split, if it has a 

certain heavy grain which is artificially embossed on its surface. 

http://skills.page/
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In trying to understand the conundrum around the term Genuine Morocco, the trans-

Saharan trade through Morocco, in the late 19th Century must be considered. During that 

period, there was a renewed desire in Europe for tanned leather and for Western African 

cloth. Meanwhile, beginning in the 1870s, there was a Western African demand for horses, 

firearms, manuscripts and printed books, and for an influx of other new merchandise 

imported into northern Africa by Europeans.  

 

 

Archival Genuine Morocco was not boarded but had a naturally produced grain.   

 

In the book, Merchant's and Tradesman's Pocket Dictionary, by a London Merchant, Assisted 

by Several Experienced Tradesmen a description of the tanning process for archival Genuine 

Morocco is recounted.  

The process involves dehairing with the ‘old’ methods prior to 1850, but the grain is 

natural, not ‘assisted’ by boarding or any other means. (Crosby 339)  

  

A typical natural process for un-hairing a skin is called “sweating.”  Wet goat skins are held 

in a warm room with high humidity; when the hair is loose, it is removed mechanically by 

immersing the skins in a weak solution of lime for an extended period. 

 

Partially un-haired goat skin 
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According to the Dictionary of Terms Used in the Hides, Skins and Leather Trade, boarded 

leather is:  

Leather that has been tanned, finished with a firm surface, then creased or wrinkled by 

being rolled under a curved cork-covered board. Creases generally run at right angles 

to each other, giving a pleasing appearance and forming little squares sometimes 

called ‘boxes.’  Variations of the design creased in this manner are Scotch Grain, Box 

Calf, etc.  Leather was originally ‘boarded’ to hide imperfections or a coarse grain but, 

in recent years, styles have changed, and a great deal of perfect leather is 

boarded.  The boarded effect is often imitated by embossing.” (U.S. Department of 

Agriculture 7). 

 

 

The growing market for Genuine Morocco leather resulted in cheap imitations. 

 
It is generally agreed that true archival Genuine Morocco leather has a unique grain pattern 

which was its primary desirability.  But when demand for leather grew substantially in the 

early 1800s, tanners moved away from the naturally produced grain to a leather with new 

tanning “science” that could be produced far more economically.   

 

According to Reed, by the early 19th Century Genuine Morocco could be made from either 

goat or hair sheep.   

Genuine “Morocco” leather, long used as a strong and flexible bookbinding material, is 

made from goatskin, although some is undoubtedly made from hair sheep (43).  

 

This is a definition not unlike that which appears in Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and 

Mines, the only difference being that Reed's book does not speak of the artificial graining 

described by Ure.  

The dyed skins are grained by being strongly rubbed with a ball of box wood, finely 

grooved on its surface (Ure 62).  

 

The grain patterns of hair sheep, wool sheep, and goatskin were so different that the only 

method of obtaining leather with the same grain pattern from the different animals, was to 

“assist” the grain.  

 

In the early 19th Century, to supply the demand for Genuine Morocco leather at a lower 

price, European tanners adopted the technique described above by Ure. Animal skins could 

be from any source and the unique grain pattern was artificially produced.  

 

By the mid-19th Century, because of production method changes, the non-archival version 

of Genuine Morocco was very similar to the distinct heavy grain pattern of true Archival 
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Genuine Morocco leather. What is known today as the grain pattern of Genuine Morocco 

leather may be very similar to archival Genuine Morocco leather that was produced before 

the 19th Century, but the leather is tanned with non-archival production techniques. 

 

Why did Genuine Morocco change and why is archival Genuine Morocco leather produced 

before the 1800s no longer available?  History suggests a possible answer.   

 

Prior to the presence of the British in places like the Sahara region (which includes present 

day Niger, Chad and Northern Nigeria), the main routes for trade north of the Sahara to 

Morocco were known as the trans-Saharan trade routes. Virtually every book or article 

researched, such as Bovill’s, Ghislane’s and Adebayo’s regarding trans-Saharan trade, 

confirms the routes, the activities of traders, and the commodities traded. In the latter half 

of the 19th Century, the British invaded the trade networks.    

The main channel of exchange throughout the nineteenth century was the trans-

Saharan trade, but it came under attack in the second half of the century as part of the 

general British anti-slavery and imperialistic designs in the Sahara (Adebayo 277).  

 

As far as the northern Nigerian component of the caravan trade was concerned, the 

most severe blow came from the commercial and quasi-imperial activities of the 

United African Company which was chartered in 1886 as the Royal Niger Company 

(Boahen 123).  

 

Activities outlined in the 1886 charter of the Royal Niger Company altered the leather trade 

routes. A direct route from Nigeria to the United Kingdom supplanted the routes through 

Morocco.  With this change came the introduction of a new grain pattern for 

bookbinders.  No longer were goatskins tanned and exported from Morocco. The skins 

were now tanned in present day Sokoto, Nigeria in Hausa tribe land.  Sokoto leather, too, 

has a heavy grain pattern produced during the tanning process without any grain 

assistance. The tanning process accented the linear characteristics of the grain from the 

Red Sokoto goat. Prior to the Royal Niger Company charter, untanned Red Sokoto goatskins 

made their way to the tanners in Morocco and to other countries abroad. 
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Typical heavy grain pattern of leather tanned in Sokoto  

and exported to UK after approximately 1880. 

 

The 1886 Royal Niger Company charter granted the right to purchase, or otherwise, 

acquire, open, and work mines, forests, quarries, fisheries, and factories.  

Armed with this powerful document, the Company extended its monopolistic 

commerce into the hinterland, signed treaties with the traditional rulers and emirs of 

Northern Nigeria, and sought to change the direction of trade in Hausa land from the 

north to the south. (Cook 89).  

 

The evolution of the new company and change in direction of trade from Hausa tribe land 

in Nigeria in the south to Tripoli in the north, brought a complete end to the distinct grain 

pattern of true archival Genuine Morocco known prior to the 1800s.  
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True Genuine Morocco was archival because its production did not involve harsh 

chemicals. 

 
We know from the observations by many significant libraries in Europe as early as the turn 

of the 20th Century, that books bound in true archival Genuine Morocco leather prior to the 

19th Century were in the best condition.  Leathers with artificially grained or smooth plated 

skins were generally in very poor condition. 

A book-binding leather should not be artificially grained … old leathers that had lasted 

best no attempt had been made to remove the tan-pit marks, and (that) modern 

leathers with embossed or plated grain were generally in a very bad condition … the 

bookbinder must share, in no small measure, with the leather manufacturer and 

librarian, the blame for the premature decay of leather bindings (Cobham 25).  

 

When sulfuric acid is introduced in the pickling stage of tanning, it is never fully removed 

through the complete processes.  It is strongly suggested not to use sulfuric acid in any of 

the tanning processes.  

 

Haines notes, in Deterioration in Leather Bookbindings - Our Present State of Knowledge, the 

introduction of sodium sulfide and the inorganic acids used in the processes of dehairing 

and tanning leather are detrimental to the longevity of the leather.  These processes were 

not evident until after circa 1850.  

By 1935, the evidence obtained from the examination of the breakdown products 

extracted from rotted leathers indicated that the mechanism of leather rot was an 

oxidative process accelerated by acidity (Haines 60). 

After 1850 sodium sulphide became available and its rapid destructive effect on hair 

has allowed the liming process today to be shortened to a few hours.  (Haines 64). 

 

From these observations, it is assumed that the difference in archival quality must be in the 

treatment and/or source of the skins.  By the 1850s leather was made from a variety of 

animals including sheep. The skins were tanned in sumac, but the grain was artificially 

produced.  Book bindings produced using these artificially grained leathers universally did 

not withstand the test of time.  
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Archival Genuine Morocco was tanned in a centuries-old process. 

 
Sokoto red goatskins, with the occasional adulteration of inferior white Kano goatskins, 

have been tanned for centuries in pits, not unlike the process used in making the archival 

Genuine Morocco. The tanning agent is Bagaruwa, Acacia Arabica, which comes from a 

native tree peculiar the Sokoto area.   Use of Bagaruwa as the tanning agent, not sumac, 

naturally produces the desirable heavy leather grain of Genuine Sokoto goat, with no need 

for embossing. 

Dr. Furlong has given the following description of the native tanning industry in 

Northern Nigeria. All tanneries are small and within the village compound. The vessels 

used are pits or large jars in the court-yard of the house. Usually goat and sheepskins 

are the raw material, together with some reptile skins, all of which are collected in the 

immediate neighborhood. Wet-work consists of dipping the skins into a solution made 

by leaching the ash of the Mariko Tree (Anogeissus Leivcarpa). This ash contains a 

high percentage of lime. The skins are left in this solution for three days and are then 

dehaired over a beam. They are then bated with pigeon manure, fleshed, washed and 

put into tan. The tan liquor is prepared from the crushed pods of the Bagaruwa 

(Acacia arabica), including the seed. Bagaruwa is an excellent tanning material for the 

purpose. The native tanners move the hides in tan regularly and have a good 

knowledge of the principles of tanning, in spite of the rudimentary methods of 

weighing and measuring. After tanning, the leather is washed, oiled with ground-nut 

oil and dried over a line. It is then softened by pulling it between the feet and a flat 

stone. Further softening of the leather is achieved by beating bundles of skins on flat 

stones (Freudenberger 58). 

 

Research demonstrates that the archival Genuine Morocco leather from the 18th Century 

was goat or sheep skin tanned with vegetable tanning techniques, produced in and 

exported from Morocco.   Changes in production techniques led to leather with a shelf life 

of decades rather than centuries, that spelled the demise of true Archival Genuine Morocco 

Leather. 

 

Hopefully this article helps in further shaping the narrative, understanding, and definition 

of Genuine Morocco leather.   This author believes that the term in current use, “Genuine 

Morocco,” only bears a slight resemblance to the name of a gorgeous archival bookbinding 

leather which has since passed. 
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